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“Marvelous…. Ambitious …. Readable .…Splendidly entertaining.”—Peter Thoneman,
Wall Street Journal (9.9.2017)
“Hughes plays intriguing, sophisticated games with time and space: both those concepts, in her
view, need to be reconsidered when contemplating something so vast and fluid as Istanbul’s
historical pageant…By making unlikely connections between well-described locations and
events separated by aeons, she gives voice to those witchy, diachronic feelings in a spectacular
fashion.”—The Economist
“Hughes is not an argumentative historian. She avoids the debates of academe. She is a wistful
and impassioned cosmopolitan who has produced a challenging story.”—Financial Times
“A deeply researched biography of a legendary city…A panoramic cultural history of a
fascinating place.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
“A vibrant, sprawling portrait of a city as enigmatic as it is historically important…Hughes'
entertaining narrative style with its visual details, dramatic archaeological discoveries, and
cliffhanger chapter endings allows her erudition and exuberance to shine.”—Booklist (starred
review)

“Hughes demonstrates a passionate and keen eye for detail in her newest book covering the
history of Istanbul from its classical origins to the modern era. Despite its heft…this work is
eminently readable and thorough…A timely work, given current events, and a powerful
testimony to Istanbul's impact on culture, society, and religion over time. Historians and lay
readers alike will find this a welcome addition.”—Library Journal
“The kind of history that rewards existing knowledge while functioning perfectly well for the
reader who brings little in the way of previous experience of the ancient world to the book. The
pages are dense with information yet the work is never overbearing; you finish every chapter
feeling smarter and, even more importantly, newly curious.”—The Awl
“The information that is presented is excellent.”—San Francisco Book Review
“Many of the city's finest chroniclers have been women: Anna Comnena, the most appealing of Byzantine
historians; Mary Wortley Montagu, playful observer of women's life in 18th-century Istanbul; Elif Safak,
Turkey's greatest living novelist...In this august company Hughes can hold her head high.”—Wall Street
Journal
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